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ME6602 Automobile Engineering 
Unit I-V 

1. Explain with respect to vehicle motion (a) Aerodynamic drag (b) Rolling resistance,(c) Gradient 
resistance  

2. Discuss various components of an engine with respect to forms, functions and materials  

3. Explain the aerodynamics of automobile body  

4. Discuss (a) valve mechanism (b) crank shaft (c)sub frame  

5. Explain· different type of semi integral frame.  

6. Explain the construction of an automobile with a neat layout  

7. Explain (a)CRDI system (b)MPFI system.  

8. Explain starting motor and generator of an automobile system  

9. explain the multi point electronic fuel injection system  

10. explain the working principle of electronic ignition system  

11. Explain over-running clutch drive mechanism used cranking and starting an engine.  

12. explain the operation of a fluid coupling  

13. explain the construction and operation of a Hotchkiss drive  

14. Discuss synchronizing system function in detail  

15. Explain functions of an integral type power steering  

16. explain the floor mounted gear shift mechanism. in detail.  

17. Explain construction and working of the multi plate clutch.  

18. Explain working of synchromesh gear box  

19. Discuss the principle of Air suspension system used in buses  

20. Explain with neat sketch the independent rear suspension system  

21. Describe the Ackermann and Davis steering mechanism  

22. Explain function of telescopic type shock .absorber with neat diagram  

23. What is natural gas? What are the advantages and disadvantage of using natural gas as alternate 
fuels  

24. Discuss the working of working of series and parallel configuration type hybrid cars.  

25. Explain (a) air bags. (b) fuel cells.  

26. Compare LPG and petrol as fuel for SI engines  

27. explain various possible fuels for engines  
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